
Chapter V

Conclusion and Suggestion

This chapter discusses the conclusion and suggestion regarding the result

of discussion of the researcher.  The conclusions and suggestions are as follows:

Conclusion

After conducting and discussing the research questions about the quantity

and relevance maxims in Daniel Derrett’s comedy novel ‘Hamsters’ as the object

of research cooperative principle. In this research, the data shows that there are 11

utterances which violate the quantity maxim and 12 utterances which violate the

relevance maxim as data for analyzing and interpreting in finding and discussion.

Further conclusion can be presented as follows:

a. The utterances that violate the quantity and relevance maxims consist of

directive; ordering and requesting someone for doing something from speaker (S)

to hearer (H), commanding, complaining something, expressing feeling, bringing

change the word in conversation and being influenced by representative in

dialogues.

b. The violation in the quantity and relevance maxims sometimes happened when

the utterance that violate the contribution of information, the relevant of

information and obscurity in their conversational. However, in those

conversations, actually speaker wants to deliver such implied meaning to hearer in

dialogues and also the utterances that violated both maxims caused by speech

acts.



c. The violation in quantity and relevance maxim sometimes happened when the

speaker only jokes to the hearer.

d. The violation both maxims sometimes happened when the speaker have a close

relationship between speaker and the hearer.

e. Intentionally or unintentionally people make violation in conversation.

f. The level of social status and age both speaker and hearer.

g. To soft the sentences in conversation.

Suggestion

Based on the result of the research, the researcher has some suggestion for

other researchers who interested in similar research. First, in conducting

conversation, the researcher should focused about the topic of the conversation that is

analyzing and interpreting the utterances because this is important things in this part,

the meaning of the utterance in the conversation can be delivered well to reader.

Second, this research will give contribution in pragmatics subject that are the quantity

and relevance maxims and also hoped in the future for the next researchers doing

well, be careful and be better than this research.

The last, this research can be use for other students in university as guidance who

wants to know and interested more about the violation of the quantity and relevance

maxims in the characters in novel.


